DNA separation at a liquid-solid interface.
We demonstrate that it is possible to separate a broad band of DNA on a solid substrate without topological obstacles. The mobility was found to scale with molecular size (N) as N(-0.25), while the resolution scaled as N(0.75) indicating that diffusivity on this substrate was minimal. By varying the buffer concentration we were able to show that the mobility for a given chain length scaled with the persistent length (p) as p(1/2). This could be shown to be related to the Gaussian conformation of the chains adsorbed on the surface. A two-dimensional corrugated surface of nonporous silica beads was produced using a self-assembling process at the air/water interface. Even though the surface corrugations were comparable to persistence length we show that they do not affect the mobility, indicating that surface friction rather than topological constraints are the predominant mechanism of separation on a surface.